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Why a Risk Management Approach

• A Risk Management approach allows us to prioritize activities to put our 
limited resources to where they can make the largest difference

• The approach is scalable

• It forces us to act on the basis of evidence and information available 
thereby increasing rigour in our thought processes

• It is an expected tool of modern regulators
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What is Risk Management

• Enterprise Risk Management can be very broad and encompassing;  in it’s 
simplest form it is about:

– Agreeing on objectives (defined by the Act and Strategic Plan)

– Identifying risks associated with those objectives

– Assessing the risks on the basis of likelihood and impact

– Determining the highest risks and develop treatments to address those risks

– Evaluating the treatments to consider which to implement

– Monitoring implementation to ensure that the treatment is having an appropriate 
impact

– Reevaluating risks on a regular basis
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How can Risk Management be used?

• The approach can be used from a strategic level right down to an activity 
level.  The following are examples of potential implementation:

– Used to prioritize next year’s budget (strategic level)

– Used to determine which professional standards to create or modify (operational 
level)

– Used to determine how to modify the Survey Review Department reviews (program 
level)

– Used to determine best approaches to implementing our IT strategy (project related)

– Used to determine which comments to make in an SRD report (activity level)

• It can be used across varying program interests:

– Public Protection (our regulatory role)

– Organization (ensure proper operations such as finances, HR, IT)

– Strategic plan implementation
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Current Scope of AOLS Risk Management Efforts

• Council agreed to putting our energy into dealing with Public Protection 
Risks

– This is why we exist and the main objective in the Surveyors Act is public protection

– Aligns nicely with our Strategic Plan Vision Objectives 2024 (objectives 2, 5 and 7)

– Organizational Risks can wait; we are reasonably organized with reasonable practices 
in place (e.g. financial practices, IT, member communication and coordination)

– The Strategic Plan Risk is being managed; we have an action plan that is being 
regularly monitored and progress is being made; we have experience in delivering 
strategic plans (although we can continue to improve)

• Council also agreed to focus on Strategic Risk initially to build skills and 
better understand the implications of moving towards a more 
comprehensive Risk Management approach
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Regulatory Role Trap (focusing purely on 
compliance)
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Compliance
Actions

Public Harm 
Risk

Limited Value No protective measures

Measures in place that might be improved

Goals
• Minimize efforts on compliance actions with no significant public protection (red 

tape/burden reduction)
• Address areas of potential public harm with compliance actions where possible 

(i.e. add compliance measures)
• Focus Measures in place that are protecting the public (i.e. improve measures)



Process

• Council broke into three groups and each group identified potential public 
harms that could occur as a result of surveyor’s products and services and 
each selected the top three potential public harms

• Council came back together and selected the top three overall potential 
harms considering likelihood and impact.

• They broke back into their groups and each group worked on one of the 
potential public harms.  They considered:
– The potential causes of the potential risks

– Information/Evidence Sources that could help determine the extent and impact of 
the risks and assist in measuring the impacts of policy changes

– Treatments/Actions that could help address the risks

• Council had a general discussion of the treatment and noted many 
similarities.

• They tasked the Executive Director with organizing the results and bringing 
them back to the next Council meeting
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Top 3 Potential Public Harms – Construction Errors

• Construction error caused by:

– Poor field practices caused by: no timely checks (lack of visual checks and office

checks)

lack of redundancy

inappropriate use of equipment (training, wrong

equipment, calibration and parameter errors)

– Lack of trained staff caused by: unavailability of staff (lack of technical institutions)

lack of understanding and training of staff

taking on too much work and deploying the wrong

staff

– Miscommunication caused by: lack of version control

using verbal instructions instead of written 

instructions

Poor documentation

– Acceptance of unrealistic deadlines
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Top 3 Potential Public Harms – Inappropriate 
Services to the Public

• Inappropriate Service to the Public caused by:

– Poor business practices caused by: Lack of business education 

Insufficient research

Poor time management

Poor succession planning

Poor knowledge of contracts/contracting

– Lack of properly trained staff caused by:

Lack of technical training/education

lack of proper mentoring (poor time management)

Poor succession planning 

unknown salary baselines (lack of published studies)

– Miscommunication caused by: language comprehension

lack of education in written and verbal 
communication

staff inhibition (timid/introverted)

Poor time management
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Top 3 Potential Public Harms – Boundary set in 
wrong location/boundary differences created by 

surveyors
• Boundaries in different locations caused by:

– Poor or no application of legal principles caused by:

Lack of education

Poor training of staff in legal knowledge

– Old plans with outdated  information  and/or errors are still in circulation caused by:

Changes in regulation or practice that make old plans 
outdated

Changes in actual parcel

– Miscommunication and misinterpretation caused by:

Differing interpretation of old plans
Giving client/public the wrong information

Poor explanation of the method and results of 
survey

Limits of professional responsibility and scope

Lack of communication and information sharing 
between surveyors
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Top 3 Potential Public Harms – Boundary set in 
wrong location/boundary differences created by 

surveyors (continued)
• Boundaries in different locations caused by:

– Lack of technical skills/knowledge (lack of training/education)

– Errors and Omission caused by lack of or no checking procedures and checklists
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Success Measures

• Construction Errors - reduction in insurance claims

• Inappropriate Service to the Public

- Less complaint calls to the Registrar from the public

- Reduction in substantial public complaints

- Reduction in the number of Discipline cases

- Improved SRD scores related to communication

- Improved customer satisfaction and repeat 
customers (this is more at a firm level)

- Increase in profit (this is more at a firm level)

- Low staff turnover
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Success Measures (continued)

• Boundaries set in different location

– lowering of complaints

– lowering of insurance claims

–Better scores in SRD

– fewer discipline cases

– less calls to Registrar

– less complaints to Surveyor General

– less financial exposure (i.e. lower cost to association in discipline, 
complaints, and insurance claims)

–higher regard for the profession

–elevated profile of profession in the public

–better pool of technical staff

–Less litigation over boundaries
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Potential Information Sources (Existing and derived)

• SRD Reviews, SRD Sticker Sales (overall number)

• AERC Results (e.g. success rates)

• Complaints (informal and formal)

• Discipline statistics

• Insurance Claims (general categorization), Overall Insurance Values

• Members (unsolicited input, on-line surveys, regional groups, AGM)

• Membership metrics (e.g. demographics)

• Public Input (e.g. media)

• Government interactions (Service Ontario, MNR, MTO)

• Web Analytics

• AOLS Interactions (CPD (type and completion), PSRI, Billing delays

• Committee Performance metrics (e.g. time to address a complaint)
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Potential Information Sources (New)

• Customer satisfaction information from AOLS website (i.e. new reporting)

– When available firms should be encouraged to point clients to this site

• Registrar call logs

• Surveyor General call logs

• Summary of Ontario reports on property boundary disputes

• Membership surveys at Annual General Meetings
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Risk Treatment (Overall summary - Training)

• Provide Technical Education Seminars targeted to field staff related to:

– Party Chief training

– Insurance claims

– Use of new technology (ensuring proper results)

• Training/Seminars for Members related to:

– Proper research

– Ongoing legal training

• Training to members on business practices:

– Project communication/documentation practices (e.g. change orders and sign-offs)

– Project Management and time management

– Contract Law

– Version control practices

– Conflict resolution

– Succession Planning
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Risk Treatment (Overall summary – Practice 
Related)

• Updates to Interpretive guides and associated training

– Addressing new technology (e.g. use of network RTK, use of LIDAR)

• Check-Lists implemented for legal surveys

• Create generic construction guidelines for field crews and office staff 
including checklists

• Update the guidelines regarding the distribution of old survey documents 
and distribute such

• Work towards making research easier:

– Implement PSRI

– Address pricing of notes and files

– Incorporate research practices and tools into the Practice Manual

• Work towards making research easier:

– Implement PSRI

– Address pricing of notes and files

– Incorporate research practices and tools into the Practice Manual
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Risk Treatment (Overall summary – Entry related)

• Adjust AERC requirements to:

– Enhance requirements related to language competencies

– Improve communication skills

– Increase emphasis on proper research

– Increase understanding of contract law

– Require a full report from articling surveyors for a Certificate of Completion

– Require semi-annual reports from students to ensure progress is being made

– Introduce monthly quizzes to assist articling surveyors (mentors)
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Risk Treatment (Overall summary – Other 
Recommendations)

• Increase support and collaboration with technical institutions

• Caution the public with respect to the use of old plans

• Determine salaries for technical positions through on-line salary studies 
and review of competing trade salaries

• Broaden SRD reviews to include construction/engineering projects

• Increase support and collaboration with technical institutions
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Post Mortem of Process

• Overall the process worked reasonably well and identified treatments to 
address risks – this is likely a good starting place

• Definitions and processes need to be better clarified at the outset to 
increase focus and improve results

• There was insufficient time to reduce duplication and prioritize treatments

• Further refinement of the results is required, and this will be brought back 
to Council for further consideration
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